Neglect of practising their art. That which Walt Disney's genius has artists done for the films (one hears of his employing two hundred artists—as many as Rubens!—who cooperate with him, not only executing but also inventing) might be done for the decoration of hospitals, theatres, factories, public and industrial institutions of every kind. It is a dream to-day, but might well not be a dream in the future. What a full life for men of great power and for others less gifted, would be thus provided! How wasteful, how wasted their gifts to-day; how ignominious the careers of most of us, parasites on a society which doesn't even want us. It is strange that in a, democracy the arts should yet be dependent on the caprice of those with whom a worthy subject matter is of no account, During my tenure of the Chair of Civic Art at Sheffield, I tried to arouse some interest in the possibilities of the wider use of local artists and craftsmen in the city and suburbs, but without success.
Each year the students at the Royal College produced a play and gave a dance when they covered their common room with brilliantly executed paintings, paintings produced in a week or more which showed how quickly and how cheaply mural paintings could be carried out, for great stores for instance. Why, fresh and entertaining decoration could be planned and painted two or three times a year at such places as Harrod's or Selfridge's, at no great cost. There was some talk of Sir Montague Burton getting Stanley Spencer to paint a decoration for one of his factories; but though Spencer wrote out a remarkable scheme for such a work, nothing came of it.
At least I could look back with pleasure on my relations with many of the students, with Henry Moore, the most intelligent and gifted among the sculptors, with Cyril Ma-honey, Raymond Coxon, A. K. Lawrence, Henry Carr, Eric Ravilious,Edward Bawden,Harold Jones, Albert Hout-huesen, Barnett Freedman, Recco Capey, Robert Austin, Alan Sorrell, Percy Bliss, Hugh Finney, Vivian Pitchforth, Robert Baker, Edward Payne, Edward le Bas, Diana Murphy,

